Food Service Establishment Inspection Summary Report

Operation: AMERICAN LEGION - ELM HGTS #154 (ID: 265161 )
Facility Name: AMERICAN LEGION - ELM HGTS #154
Facility Code: 00320-01
Facility Address: 236 Scottwood Avenue, Elmira Heights, NY 14903

To the Attention of:
Thomas Rankin
CLARENCE OLIVER POST #154
Attn: Thomas Rankin, Treas.
236 Scottwood Ave.
Elmira Heights, NY 14903
Email: post154@stny.twcbc.com

Field Visit
Date: October 8, 2018  10:16 AM
Inspector: Zachary Brueckman (zbrueckman@co.chemung.ny.us)
Responsible Person: Todd Kerbein

Summary
Number of Public Health Hazards Found: 0
Number of Public Health Hazards NOT Corrected: 0
Number of Other Violations Found: 0

Each item found in violation is reported below along with the code requirement.

NO CRITICAL VIOLATIONS REPORTED

NO ADDITIONAL VIOLATIONS REPORTED
Additional Information Collected During Inspection

Comments: Observed that facility had cooled potentially hazardous food items (liquid cheese) for subsequent re-service. Facility may not cool potentially hazardous foods with current food service permit. Sanitarian to contact person in charge at facility to discuss change to high-risk classification. Observed accurate probe thermometer in large kitchen. Facility has high temperature rinse dish washer, however no dishes were being washed at time of inspection. Observed sanitizer (quaternary ammonia) test strips in bar area. All soda holsters drain to indirect drain beneath bar away from ice bins. Discussed no bare hand contact by using gloves or tongs or other clean utensil when serving pickled sausage, garnishes for drinks, or other potentially hazardous time/temperature controlled for safety foods. Inspection still needs to be conducted at facility.

Inspector: Zachary Brueckman
(zbrueckman@co.chemung.ny.us)

Received by: Todd Kerbein